Abstract-Through-silicon via (TSV) fabrication causes tensile stress around TSVs which results in significant carrier mobility variation in the devices in their neighborhood. Keep-out zone (KOZ) is a conservative way to prevent any devices/cells from being impacted by the TSV-induced stress. However, owing to already large TSV size, large KOZ can significantly reduce the placement area available for cells, thus requiring larger dies which negate improvement in wirelength and timing due to 3D integration. In this paper, we study the impact of KOZ dimension on stress, carrier mobility variation, area, wirelength, and performance of 3D ICs. We demonstrate that, instead of requiring large KOZ, 3D-IC placers must exploit TSV stressinduced carrier mobility variation to improve the timing and area objectives during placement. We propose a new TSV stress-driven force-directed 3D placement that consistently provides placement result with, on average, 21.6% better worst negative slack (WNS) and 28.0% better total negative slack (TNS) than wirelengthdriven placement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional (3D) chip stacking has emerged as a viable technology to continue the trend of ever increasing integration and functionality of electronic devices predicted by Moore's law. Such technology has become feasible due to the advent of through-silicon vias (TSV), which allow electrical connection between functional modules across multiple dies inside a single 3D chip stack. TSVs, however, are much larger than all other standard cells in a design, and thus impact various figure of merits of 3D integrated circuits (3D IC) such as wirelength, area, and performance. A study on the physical impact of TSVs on 3D-IC layout, such as footprint and wirelength, was presented in [1] ; however, the work did not consider keep-out zone (KOZ) surrounding TSVs.
TSV fabrication causes tensile mechanical stress around TSVs because of the mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) between silicon (3 × 10 −6 −1 ) and copper (17 × 10 −6 −1 ), a widely used material for TSV fill [2] . After cooling down to room temperature, copper contracts much faster than, and pulls the surface of surrounding silicon, causing tensile stress in the area [3] . Severe stress can result in cracking and damage in substrate and devices on top [4] . Moreover, stress causes hole and electron mobility variation in This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. CCF-0546382, CCF-0644316, the SRC Interconnect Focus Center (IFC), and Intel Corporation. The authors would like to thank Prof. Rui Huang, Prof. Paul Ho, and Gary Lu from Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Texas at Austin, for helpful discussions on TSV stress modeling. devices, which can result in performance degradation without proper control. KOZ is the area surrounding each TSV from which all logic cells must "keep out" so that they are not influenced by the TSV-induced stress.
To determine the size of KOZ in [5] , the magnitude of stress caused by TSVs was studied and analyzed. KOZ is usually large because it is defined such that stress outside it is under preset tolerance. In real designs, the presence of abundant TSVs in use already has tremendous impact on 3D-IC layout. Large KOZ only worsens the situation as illustrated in Fig. 1 as it reduces the TSV stress-induced carrier mobility variation in surrounding logic cells at the cost of increasing die size.
To reduce KOZ without adverse electrical effect, we propose that placers must also consider the effect of TSV-induced stress on carrier mobility variation. Logic cells on critical paths must be placed in the position where the carrier mobility inside their PMOS/NMOS is not degraded (if not enhanced) by TSV-induced stress. Engineered stress has been widely used in industry to improve chip performance [6] . Few academic works also proposed placement perturbation techniques to use shallow trench isolation-induced stress [7] and strained silicon [8] for the same purpose. A recently developed compact TSVinduced stress and mobility variation model and stress-aware 3D static timing analysis (SA 3D STA) [9] can be used to guide the placers. Therefore, the necessity to keep large KOZ for electrical reason starts becoming obsolete.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We present the first placement algorithm to exploit hole and electron mobility variation caused by TSV-induced stress. A TSV-induced stress-driven force-directed 3D global placement is proposed in this paper. We introduce carrier mobility-based forces to a 3D force-directed quadratic placer, and describe how to balance them against original placement forces.
• We devise a way to integrate our placer to commercial tools. The design flow enables us to perform, on GDSIIlevel 3D layouts, trial or detail route, parasitic extraction, and finally SA 3D STA to find accurate critical paths and critical nets/cells on them to guide the placer. • Using the above mentioned design flow, we study the impact of KOZ on stress, carrier mobility variation, area, wirelength, and performance of 3D ICs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that studies TSVinduced stress and carrier mobility variation issues in the context of KOZ and 3D-IC placement optimization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the compact TSV-induced stress and mobility variation models and SA 3D STA [9] are reviewed in Section II. We describe our TSV-induced stress-driven design flow in Section III. In Section IV, we present our TSV-induced stress-driven forcedirected 3D global placement. Experimental results are shown in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARY WORKS

A. Mobility Variation Modeling
To take TSV-induced stress into account for SA 3D STA, an analytical model of TSV stress-induced carrier mobility variation was proposed in [9] . Carrier mobility change depends on not only applied stress, but also orientation between the stress and a transistor channel. The effect from multiple TSVs can be combined by using linear super-position. Total carrier mobility variation Δ / total is defined in [9] as
where Π is the tensor of piezo-resistive coefficients, is the tensile stress caused by th TSV, ( ) is the orientation factor of th TSV, and is the degree between the center of the th TSV and a point at which we want to obtain mobility variation.
B. Stress-Aware 3D Static Timing Analysis
Even though the layout of a cell is fixed, its timing characteristic can vary based on TSV stress-induced carrier mobility variation. The SA 3D STA framework in [9] renames cells in verilog netlist to reflect their carrier mobility variation. For example, INVX1_N8_P8 is INVX1 with negative 8% hole mobility change and positive 8% electron mobility change. Cells with different mobility corners are characterized to make carrier-mobility variation-aware library.
In the framework, a verilog netlist and a parasitic extraction file (SPEF) for each die is prepared. A top level verilog netlist instantiates the dies, and connects them using wires, which correspond to TSVs. Finally, with a top level SPEF file for the TSVs, PrimeTime can provide the SA 3D STA results.
III. TSV-INDUCED STRESS-DRIVEN PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we present an overview of our stressdriven timing optimization methodology. Basically, we use the placement styles in [1] and develop our 3D placer for stress-driven timing optimization as shown in Fig. 2 . The framework in [1] supports two different TSV placements, namely, regular and irregular TSV position. In the case of regular TSV position, TSVs are placed at regular grid-like sites over the die area, and any net that needs to span multiple dies must connect to these TSVs. In the case of irregular TSV position, TSV and logic cell locations are determined simultaneously. We modify global placement stage for stressdriven timing optimization because we have flexibility to move cells to improve stress-aware timing. We do not perform any kind of stress-driven timing optimization during routing stage because TSV-induced stress mainly affects cell delay based on cell location, which is not changed during routing. For design with regular TSV position, called TSV-site in [1] , we start by partitioning logic cells into dies of a 3D chip stack using a min-cut approach. Then, we estimate the minimum number of signal TSVs required, and pre-place them on the dies. Knowing location of pre-placed signal TSVs, we calculate stress map on all dies for use during SA 3D STA. Then, we perform TSV stress-driven global placement, which is presented in Section IV, to obtain placement result. Note that our placer calls SA 3D STA in order to obtain the sets of nets and cells on critical paths to be optimized after every predefined iteration. Then, we perform detail placement, and assign TSVs to multiple-die nets in the 3D chip stack using the same method as in [1] . After routing, we can evaluate stress-aware performance from GDSII layout.
For design with irregular TSV position, called TSV coplacement in [1] , the flow differs from that for design with regular TSV position in a few ways. After partitioning, TSVs are included into netlist as part of placement cells of multipledie nets using the same heuristic, called net splitting, as in [1] , and TSV assignment stage is not needed. Because TSV position is changed in every placement iteration, stress map needs to be regularly updated.
The presented design flow allows us to study the impact of KOZ on stress, carrier mobility variation, area, wirelength, and performance of 3D ICs. The result of our study is analyzed, and reported in detail in Section V.
IV. TSV STRESS-DRIVEN GLOBAL PLACEMENT
In this section, we describe our TSV stress-driven global placement algorithm. It is based on a forced-directed quadratic placement [10] , which was extended to support 3D-IC design in [1] . We introduce carrier mobility-based forces, and describe how to balance them against original placement forces in both works. We also discuss convergence of the algorithm when placing design with many TSVs with large KOZ.
A. Overview of 3D Force-Directed Quadratic Placement
Placement result in a quadratic placement [10] is computed by minimizing the quadratic wirelength function defined as = x + y , where x and y are wirelength along x-and yaxis. We can minimize x and y separately because they are independent. For brevity, only description for x-dimension is given in this paper because it similarly applies to y-dimension. Here, x can be written in a matrix form as
where vector x represents the x-position of cells to be placed, matrix C x represents the connection among the cells along x-axis, and vector d x represents the connection to fixed pins along x-axis. Treating x as the energy of a spring system, we can view its derivative as net force f net x defined as
where ∇ x is vector differential operator. The minimum x is found when f net x is zero, but cells can overlap in few small areas. Density-based force f den x spreads cells away to reduce cell overlap, and is defined as
where vectorx d represents the x-position of target points to which cells are connected by density-based springs, and diagonal matrixC d x collects spring constants˚d x, of densitybased spring connected to cell . Hold force f hold x decouples successive placement iterations by canceling out net force that pulls cells back to the initial placement, and is defined as
where vector x ′ represents the x-position of cells from last iteration. The placement result for each placement iteration can be obtained by setting total force f x to zero, or solve
B. Carrier Mobility-Based Forces
To consider the effect of TSV stress-induced carrier mobility variation during global placement, we need to introduce two additional forces, one for hole mobility variation f mobil,h x and another for electron mobility variation f mobil,e x , into (6) . Here, f mobil,h x and f mobil,e x can be separately defined because they aim to optimize delay of different devices, e.g. PMOS and NMOS. For brevity, only description related to hole mobility is given in this paper because it similarly applies to electron mobility. The force can be represented by hole mobility-based springs connected to cells, and defined as
where vectorx
Hole mobility-based target point˚m ,h on die is defined
where vector
( , ) is hole mobility variation surface charted by using the model described in Section II, ∇ m,h ( , ) is its gradient, and m,h is a length along the gradient direction of the surface. The gradient is added to current position in this equation because we want to move cell in the direction of hole mobility increase. The carrier mobility variation surfaces are shown in Fig. 3 . The green area in the figures indicates carrier mobility enhancement caused by TSV-induced stress, and the red area indicates degradation. Unlike placement density, carrier mobility variation surface is smooth (except at TSV edge because mobility variation is not defined inside TSVs). Therefore, we can determine the direction of target points to which cells are connected by mobility-based springs from its gradient directly. ). The force-directed quadratic placement in [10] already has a mechanism to balance f den x against f net x so that the speed of cell spreading is regulated across placement iterations. We can use the same mechanism, and, therefore, balance f mobil,h x against only f den x . The parameters that need adjustment are the length along the gradient direction of hole mobility variation surface m,h and hole mobility-based spring constant˚m ,h
x, . We choose m,h so that hole mobility at the target point is higher than that at the current cell position. We start with the length of 1/8 × average cell size, and increase it to 1/4, 1/2, and 1 × average cell size while hole mobility increases. We stop at the length of average cell size so that we do not increase wirelength too much. If hole mobility at even 1/8 × average cell size is lower than that at the current cell position, we do not apply hole mobility-based force to that cell at all in that iteration. Compared to density-based gradient, which directly defines the length to density-based target point in (4) , m,h is relatively constant. Density-based gradient is extremely high in early placement iterations because of cell overlap, and decreases to almost zero as overlap is resolved in late iterations [10] . By limiting m,h to average cell size, we naturally balance it to the length to density-based target point. The length to densitybased target point dominates during early iterations, and the effect of m,h becomes pronounced when the length to densitybased target point drops below m,h during late iterations.
During global placement, we perform SA 3D STA periodically. The results from SA 3D STA include the set of cells whose rise-and/or fall-time slack is negative. Then, we balance hole mobility-based spring constant˚m ,h x, against density-based spring constant˚d x, of diagonal matrixC
where h, is rise-time criticality of cell after th SA 3D STA, and defined as
where h, is rise-time slack of cell , min is minimum timing slack of the design, and ℂ h, c is the set of cells whose rise-time slack is negative and less than 90% of min . In other words, we determine cell rise-time criticality based on its history and current rise-time slack. Therefore, the effect of hole mobilitybased spring is pronounced on a cell whose rise-time is highly critical, and needs hole mobility enhancement.
2) New Total Force: An illustration of all forces applied to a cell is shown in Fig. 4 . In the figure, f net tries to hold the yellow cells of a net together, but f hold tries to nullify its effect, allowing cells to be moved based on other forces. Because of high cell density on top of right yellow cell, f den tries to move the cell down. If the cell is rise-time critical, f mobil,h tries to move the cell toward top right, away from the TSV, where hole mobility degradation decreases as shown in Fig. 4(a) . If the cell is, however, fall-time critical, f mobil,e tries to move the cell left, toward the TSV, where electron mobility increases as shown in Fig. 4(b) . In the case that a cell is both rise-and fall-time critical, the result depends on which timing is more critical.
With the newly introduced hole mobility-based force f mobil,h x and electron mobility-based force f mobil,e x , the total force becomes
By setting f x = 0 and substituting equations, the new result for each placement iteration can be obtained by solving 
C. Convergence of Stress-Driven Global Placement
We found that introducing f mobil,h and f mobil,e to 3D forcedirected quadratic placement without proper monitoring may cause problem to its convergence. During the early iterations of designs with irregular TSV position, highly overlapping TSVs in a region result in extremely high mobility variation, which can misguide the placer. Because TSVs are also moved in every placement iteration as well to resolve their overlap, carrier mobility surfaces change. Critical cells are pulled by overlapping TSVs, worsening wirelength, until the overlap is finally resolved, and realize that the mobility improvement already vanishes. To prevent this problem, we put an upperbound limit on mobility variation from (1).
Another problem arises when a cell is moved over the top of a TSV or its KOZ during placement iterations. When a cell is inside a TSV, (1) is not defined. Also the mobility variation is not valid when a cell is inside KOZ because the cell is moved out of KOZ during legalization. We do not apply f mobil,h and f mobil,e to the cell under these cases to prevent the placer from being misguided.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We use IWLS 2005 benchmarks [11] and several industrial circuits as listed in Table I . We use 45nm technology for our experiments with TSV size of 3 m. The TSV parasitic capacitance and resistance are 50 and 0.2Ω, respectively. We expand KOZ around TSVs to make TSV cells (= TSV + KOZ) fit inside 2-7 standard-cell rows (1 standard-cell row = 2.47 m). We base all our experiments on 4-die chip stack with constant cell area density. We use min-cut partitioner, and set the target clock period to the value reported after synthesis. All reported timing results come from SA 3D STA.
A. Impact of KOZ on carrier mobility variation
In this experiment, we increase TSV cell size from 2-row to 7-row while observing carrier mobility variation caused by TSV-induced stress. The results are shown in Table II . The result indicates that carrier mobility variation decreases as KOZ increases, and starts becoming negligible (1% or less) when TSV cell size reaches 6-row. We also observe that mobility variation in design with irregular TSV position is larger than that in design with regular TSV position. TSV cells in design with irregular TSV position can be crowded in some area, causing high stress and mobility variation.
B. Impact of KOZ on area and wirelength
The main purpose of KOZ is to prevent cells from being placed so close to TSV that they experience carrier mobility variation. The side effect of enforcing large KOZ to have predictable device performance is shown in Table III . The footprint area of the chip stack for ckt5 increases almost 4× if TSV cell size is 6-row. The increased area is primarily consumed by TSV cells. In an extreme case, almost half of silicon area is consumed by TSV cells when TSV cell size is 7-row. Increasing footprint area inevitably results in 2× wirelength increase due to large KOZ choice.
C. Impact of KOZ on stress-aware timing
We run SA 3D STA after obtaining placement results from wirelength-driven, timing-driven, and stress-driven placers. The results are shown in Table IV . First, we observe that, under TSV-induced stress, the timing results from timingdriven placement can be unpredictable, and worse than the results from even wirelength-driven placement in many cases. Traditional timing-driven placer is oblivious to the change in carrier mobility of devices, and only tries to reduce the capacitive load on timing critical cells. Second, we observe that our stress-driven placer outperforms timing-driven placer consistently. The improvements over wirelength-driven placement on worst negative slack (WNS) and total negative slack (TNS) are up to 39% and 42% respectively. Third, we also observe that, using 2-row TSV cells, our stress-driven placer provides better result for design with irregular TSV position than the result for design with regular TSV position. Design with irregular TSV position has shorter wirelength and higher carrier mobility variation which our placement algorithm can intelligently exploit. Finally, we observe that, as TSV cell size increases, the benefit from our stress-driven placement decreases. Large KOZ leaves not much mobility variation for our stress-driven placement to exploit.
D. Stress-driven placement results
We obtain placement results from our stress-driven placer. The snapshots of ckt3 are shown in The results from different placement algorithms using 2-row TSV cells are shown in Table V . On average, timingdriven placer does not provide performance improvement over wirelength-driven placer when evaluated by SA 3D STA. The cells on critical paths may be placed in location that carrier mobility is degraded by TSV-induced stress. On the other hand, stress-driven placer consistently provides better performance than the other placers. On average, the performance improvement over wirelength-driven placement on WNS and TNS are 21.6% and 28.0% respectively. We observe again that the results for design with irregular TSV position are better than those for design with regular TSV position in all cases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the impact of choice of KOZ dimension around TSVs on the mechanical stress, carrier mobility variation, area, wirelength, and performance of 3D ICs. Use of large KOZs was observed to practically nullify the impact of TSV-induced stress on carrier mobility but at the cost of almost 4× increase in chip stack footprint area and 2× increase in wirelength. In addition, we observed that, to regain footprint area by reducing KOZ dimension, 3D-IC placers must be TSV stress-aware to extract best circuit performance by exploiting the TSV stress-dependent mobility variation instead of avoiding it. Lastly, we proposed the first TSV-induced stress-driven force-directed 3D global placer by adding new carrier (hole and electron) mobility-based forces to traditional force-directed placement. Compared to wirelengthdriven placement, our placer results in superior placement with average reductions of WNS by 21.6% and TNS by 28.0%.
